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Bellmaker UK first edition coverAuthorBrian JacquesIllustratorAllan CurlessCover artistChris BakerCountryUnited KingdomLanguageEnglishSeriesWallRedGenreFantasy novelPublisherHutchinson (UK) and Philomel (USA)Release date 1994Media typePrint (hardback and paperback)Pages352 (UK hardback); 336 (American hardback)ISBN0-09-176622-2 (uk hardback); ISBN 0-
399-22805-5 (American Hardback)OCLC59815552Preceded byMartin Warrior Followed byOutcast of Redwall Bellmaker's fantasy novel by Brian Jacques, published in 1994. It is chronologically the seventh book in the Redwall series. Plot summary Far away, from the North Sea, Foxwolf Urgan Nagru and his wife Silvamord arrive in the South, bringing two ships full of rats, and
storm castle Floret. Nagru, Foxwolf, captures Gael Squirrelking, his wife Serena, their son Truffen and his nanny Muta, a mute bad bad badz. The entrance to the castle was obtained thanks to Silvamord's deception in faking weakness and bad wealth both within himself and at Urgan Nagru. She then took truffen the squirrel kitten hostage until the gate was opened to hordes of
waiting rats. Meanwhile, Dandin and Mariel Gullwhacker set off from Redwall Abbey, but found themselves stranded in the southern dunes without food. After befriending a hedgehog named Bowly Pintips, they tried to save a mole that had accidentally been attacked by Nagra rat units. Just as a trio of would-be rescuers realize their dangers, Field Marshal Meldrum Fallowthorn
grand borders of their help, accompanied by his four leveret nephews. U.S. cover of The Bellmaker Back in Southsward, Gael's otter allies began planning a rescue mission. Led by Rab Streambattle, the ediger manages to save Serena and Truffen, but Gael and Muta face problems. Muta and Rab, who could not escape, stand against the waves of Nagru rat units and fight until
they collapse under myriad chances that are considered dead. Dandin, Mariel, and Meldrum survive long enough to fend off Nagra's latest effort, two of his psychotic hermelin trackers, called Dirgecallers, who were released to track down escaped prisoners. Mariel and her companions manage to kill the trackers, allowing Serena and Truffen to escape to safety, but are unable to
evade Segra rat soldiers because they are captured and led back to Floret Castle. At Redwall Abbey, Joseph Bellmaker, Father Mariel, has a vision. Inspired by Warrior Martin, the legendary champion and protector of Redwall, Joseph recruits hares (Venerable Rosemary or, for short, Hon Rosie), hedgehog (Durry Quill), squirrel (Rufe Brush) and Foremole, the leader of moles.
Accompanied by Log-a-Log and the band Guosim shrews, the band reaches the coast. Joseph and his companions who want to make friends with Finnbarr Galedeep, a wild sea otter who helps them fool brothers Slipp and Strapp into deceiving the excellent Pearl Queen in Strapp steals his brother's crew, Slipp, and chases them aboard his ship, Shalloo, but they are all lost at
sea when the ship sinks into a hot tub called the Green Maelstrom. How Joseph and Co. When they wake up, Mariel, Dandin and Meldrum find themselves in the dungeon of Floret Castle, along with the battered Gael Squirrelking. With any luck and with the help of Glokkpod, shrike, they manage to escape, but Mariel separates from her friends. As he tries to find safety, Mariel
meets Egbert the Scholar, an old mole living under Floret Castle who accidentally found Rab and Muta and nursed them back to health. Psychologically, both fighters are badly damaged from their near-death battle, but refuse to talk. With their help, Mariel finds her way inside the castle and lowers the drawbridge. Two rats arrived at Redwall Abbey and found refuge in a kind,
peaceful abbey. Slipp, after a failed plan to find the treasure with a bunch of Dibbuns, has had enough; He attacks and kills local badd mother Mellus and escapes from the abbey with Blaggut and the chalice. After Blaggut learns the truth, he kills his captain and returns to the abbey with a chalice, seeking the forgiveness he will eventually receive. At Pearl Queen, many
misfortunes have affected the Redwallers and their crew, including hot tubs, sharks, shipwrecked islands, and crazy demands. Hunt Rosie was dead for a while, but later turned out in good shape. Three young orphans are also acquired: squirrel Benjy, mousemaid Wincey, and small vyttermaid Figgs. Eventually, they arrive in the South and, with the help of some clans they meet
on the road, arrive at Floret Castle, ready to fight. What follows is a massive battle in which Mariel, Dandin, Meldrum, otters, Finnbarr, Joseph and the rest fight Nagru's horde of grey rats, most of whom are defeated. However, shriek Fatch, a good friend of Rufe and Durry, is killed by Silvamord, Urgan Nagru's friend. Rab Streambattle, who recently met his wife Iris and regained
his sanity, kills Silvamord in a ditch shortly after because even though she is a powerful fighter, she is unable to swim. In the final battle, Finnbarr Galedeep engages Urgan Nagra and kills him by smashing the fangs of his wolf skull into the top of his head. However, Finnbarr unfortunately dies from wounds inflicted during the fight. With Urgan defeated and his horde exhausted,
peace is restored at Floret Castle and the South. Gael is reappointed squirrel florist with his family and Mutota. While the other Redwallers return to the abbey, Joseph remains in the South to help restore order. Mariel, Dandin and Bowly, their fighting spirits can't be calm, they take off again in search of adventure. Characters in Bellmaker Main Article: List of Redwall Joseph
characters Abbot Saxtus Slipp Urgan Nagru, Foxwolf Mariel Gullwhacker Dandin Finnbarr Galedeep Silvamord Meldrum Magnificent Gael Squirrelking Rab &amp; Iris Streambattle Mother Mellus Blaggut Bowly Pintips Book Division (English) Book 1: Book of Dreams 2: Pearl Queen Book 3: Southsward Translations (Finnish) Kellonvalaja (French) Rougemuraille : Joseph le
Fondeur Tome 1 : La Menace d'Ourgan le Garou Tome 2 : La Reine-de-Nacre Tome 3 : Les Évadés de Méridion Tome 4 : La Reconquête (German) In den Fängen des Tyrannen (Italian) Giuseppe di Redwall (Swedish) Josef, klockmakaren (Russian) Колокол Джозефа Reference External Links Plot Summary PrecedesMariel redwall redwall series (chronological order) Followed
bySalamandastron Preceded byMartin Warrior Redwall series (publication order) Managed to send Redwall Obtained from Share This article is about the book. Joseph Pokřice and Joseph looked at the figure of the title. Many warriors own fame, but the saying in Redwall is: This is the bellmaker's story because the dream was his. Book Division (English) Book 1: Dream Book 2:
Pearl Queen Book 3: Southsward Summary From a distance across the icy North Sea, the evil Foxwolf Urgan Nagru and his cunning friend Silvamord arrive in the warm and peaceful lands of Southsward. With them, they bring three ships full of gray rat soldiers to carry out their orders. Foxwolf, so called because of the wolf fur and skull he wears, takes over Floret Castle and
imprisons the good Gael Squirrelking, his friend squirrel queen Serena and their son Truffen and the nurse, the mute badger Mut. Nearby are Dandin and Mariel Gullwhacker, two warrior mice from Redwall Abbey, and I'm running out of food in the hot southern deserts. They've been out of the abbey for more than four seasons. They meet a young, cheeky hedgehog, Bowly Pintips,
and the trio find themselves trying to save a mole that was under attack by Nagru's rat army. However, they are overwhelmed and are rescued by Field Marshal Meldrum Fallowthorn Magnificient, a glitzy, militaristic hare, and his four leveret nephews. Meanwhile, otter allies Gael, led by brave Rab Streambattle and his friend Iris Streambattle, launch a rescue mission that manages
to save Serena and Truffen, but goes horribly wrong for Muta and Gael. The squirrel is unable to escape, but Muta, along with Rab, is forced to fight the waves of rats until they both go down. Both are presumed dead. Foxwolf, enraged at the escape of Serena and her son, unleashes his secret surveillance weapons, two psychotic female hermines called Dirgecallers. Dandin,
Mariel and Meldrum manage to capture and kill the Dirgecallers, but they are captured by nagru rat armies in the process. Serena and Truffen made it to safety between Iris and the remaining otters. In Redwall Abbey, Mouse Joseph he has a dream inspired by the spirit of Warrior Martin to sail the West Coast to help his daughter Mariel and her friends free the South from the reign
of Foxwolf. According to the dream, he is to bring the Hunt Hare, Durry Quill hedgehog, Rufe brush squirrel, and Foremole. With the help of the current Log-a-Log and its Guosim, five make it to the coast and are introduced to Finnbarr Galedeep, a powerful and clever otter. Finnbarr performs a cunning maneuver that involves stealing the ship, the Pearl Queen, from the sailor
captain's brothers Slipp and Strapp. In the skirmish that follows, Strapp and most of the brothers' crew are killed in the hot tub, but Slipp and his faithful blaggut ships survive and, without boats, head to Mossflower Woods. Joseph, Hon Rosie, Foremole, Durry, Rufe, Finnbarr and the shark crew sail towards the South Coast along pearl queen. Back at Floret Castle, Dandin, Mariel
and Meldrum awake to find themselves in a cell in the castle dungeon, along with Gael Squirrelking. With many wondering, tribulation and help shrike called Glokkpod, they manage to escape. Mariel separates from the others and meets a mole named Egbert the Scholar, who lives in secret tunnels under the castle. Egbert found Rab and Muto, a flower, just a deathflower, and
treated them. But both fighters were mentally scarred from the battle and refused to speak. With their help, Mariel manages to open the drawbridge of Floret Castle. Slipp and Blaggut arrived in Redwall. Those kind of redwallers left them here, but not without suspicion. Slipp wants the treasure, and convinces some Dibbuns to help him find some that they do (Dibbun treasure:
acorns, ribbons and feathers). When slipp discovers that he has been cheated, he will go crazy and try to kill Furrtile and Mousebabe; eventually he murdered the local bad bad way mother Mellus with a kitchen knife and a couple of rats escaped from the abbey. Blaggut, who really wanted to change his life and become a good rat, is upset by the grief and strangles his captain to
death. Then he went back to the abbey and explained what he had done to stop Slipp from hurting anyone else, after the Captain threatened him, blind to the grief of what had happened to Mellus. They thanked and adored Blaggut, who lived by the shores as a shipbuier until the end of his happy days. At Pearl Queen, many misfortunes have affected the Redwallers and their
crew, including hot tubs, sharks, shipwrecked islands, and crazy demands. Hunt Rosie and Durry were dead for a while, but later turned out in good shape. Three young orphans (from the South) are also acquired: squirrel Benjy, mousemaid Wincey, and small vyttermaid Figgs. Eventually, they arrive in the South and, with the help of some clans they meet on the road, arrive at
Floret Castle, ready to fight. What follows is a huge battle in which Mariel, Dandin, Meldrum, otters, Finnbarr, and the rest fights Nagru's horde of gray rats, most of whom are defeated. However, shriek Fatch, a good friend of Rufe and Durry, is killed by Silvamord. Rab Streambattle, who recently reunited with his wife Iris and regained his sanity, killed Silvamord in a ditch shortly
after. In the final battle, Finnbarr Galedeep engages Urgan Nagra and kills him by smashing the fangs of his wolf skull into the top of his head. However, Finnbarr unfortunately dies from wounds inflicted during the fight. With Urgan defeated and his horde exhausted, peace is restored at Floret Castle and the South. Gael is reappointed squirrel florist with his family and Mutota.
While the other Redwallers return to the abbey, Joseph remains in the South to help restore order. The other Redwallers are going back to Redwall. Mariel, Dandin, and Bowly, their fighting spirits can't be stilled, take off once more (in Pearl Queen) in search of adventure. Characters in Bellmaker Audiobook Bellmaker (audiobook) Details of the 1994 edition, United Kingdom,
Hutchinson Children's Book Ltd., ISBN 0091766222, Pub. Date: June 1994, Bound Book 1995, USA, Philomel Books, ISBN 9780399228056, Pub. Date: March 1995, Bound Book 1995, United Kingdom, Red Fox, ISBN 009943311, Pub. Date: July 1995, Paper back 1996, USA, Ace, ISBN 9780441003150, Pub. Date: April 1996, Paper paper back 1997, UK, Red Fox, ISBN
00999638711 , Pub date: July 1997, Paper back book 2004, USA, Puffin, ISBN 9780142400302, Pub. Date: February 2004, Paperb book 2007, United Kingdom, Red Fox, ISBN 1862301425, Pub. Date: August 2007, Paperb book 2007, USA, Red Fox, ISBN 1862301425, Pub. Date: September 2007, Paperback 2010, USA, Firebird Books, ISBN 9780142400302, Pub. Date:
January 2010, Paperback Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. More Redwall Wiki | Brian Jacques and Redwall Information
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